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In October 2014 universities in Israel
opened their doors to students
again. Bombings during the Gaza
War had paralyzed social life
including that at universities.
Compulsory courses and exam
schedules had been cancelled
resulting in delays for students.
By now students have started their
activities again, they attend lectures,
take the exams that were cancelled,
and send us emails again.

Practice
Through this semester, I’ve
participated in several hours of
scientific experiments in subjects in
cognitive psychology, in order to
apply the materials I’ve learnt. In
addition, I’ve participated in two
trips, one was to families threatened
by house demolition in Jericho. And
the another one was to a small town
named Al-Shuyoukh near Hebron,
we volunteered there in the
reconstruction of the land in order
to prevent its confiscation by the

Soltana student of English Major
I’ve faced the most enjoyable period in
my life. I’m volunteering to teach
children our third language (English). I
am glad when I see them happy to
deal with this language. At first, it was
hard to me to deal with them, but I
started figuring the way they think and
their obstacles to let them face it with
pride and fearless. Sometimes I find it
hard to teach them when I am in a
period of exam and surprise quizzes.
But now I figure a new trick to succeed
in my Life. I have to schedule and to
time my priorities.

Students go back to study
and work.
Ala ‘a student of Psychology and
Philosophy
I was very pleased with the subjects
I’ve chosen to study. As far as I can
see, Psychology is more about the
basis of human behavior. And
Philosophy crosses that, to get to the
basis of so many things that do not
only relate to humans.
This combination enables me to
evolve as a person, in a way that I
develop critical skills toward everything. These elements helped me
especially because it’s important for
me, as a Palestinian young female, to
get to know more about the south
(of Israel) and the Bedouin
community.

Listening to the guide who's talked about the
history of Al-Shuyoukh town. © Nayef Hammouri.

Israeli forces, we also heard a lot
about the area. I happen to know
how fascinating is to learn about
interpersonal relationships under
complicated circumstances, such as
occupation, poverty, racism based
gender and so on. So, that’s what I
learnt through my ‘young’ academic
study and volunteering, even after
considering all difficulties I’ve been
through this semester.
My volunteering work
In the end I worked with an organization named Maan - a partnership
of Bedouin Women’s Organizations
located in the Negev desert. Maan
aspires to promote Bedouin
women’s status and rights through a
comprehensive approach which
targets the different issues causing a
hindrance to the advancement of
women. My work as a volunteer was
gathering data related to women
right in law, in order to issue it as a
report. In addition, several materials
had to be translated, so I also participated in translating them to the
English or Arabic as needed. Their
website is: http://maanegev.org
Thanks a lot
In the end, I deeply appreciate your
efforts and help in my academic
study. I am very happy to be part of
such a scholarship program, in a way
that motivates me to do the same
for my female fellows after I end
with my academic study, so that I
can help in keeping the scholarship
program going.

Somaia student of English and
Arabic
It is a new year with the Group. I ‘m
writing to show you life every year is
much more expensive than you
think. Transportation are becoming a
big burden in my shoulder. And I am
volunteering at Dar-Alkalam High
School with the responsible Younos
Alhwashla. He gave me classes to
enter when someone of the teachers
is absent. And I ‘am trying to help my
family, they got tired to teach me, to
feed me and to clothen me.
(note red.: Somaia lives in a Bedouin
village, a so called un-recognized village.
Every morning her father brings her to
the station in Beer Sheva to travel by
train to Tel-Aviv and vice versa).

Sineen, almost ready with Business
Management
Dear Friends and board members. I
know, I have been a little out of the
grid with you, and for that I am
sorry. When I asked for me my
degree, I discovered that there is
another course that I would have to
take which due to them changing the
name of the course. I didn't know
that I have to take it. I too participate in an extra college Strategic
Management and that is very
Interesting. Again am so sorry for the
delay I was hoping that my next
email to you would have been with
pride and with the degree in hand - I
hope you can understand this and
that it was not in any means of
disrespect or Disinterest.
“Don't limit your challenges,
challenge your limits”, Sineens quote
at the end of her emails.

Manal physician !
‘I learned very early in life
that life is cruel and it takes
from us our most dear ones
but it really prepare you good
to face troubles ... my picture
is showing me holding a
stethoscope a medical devise
in which doctors listen to the
heart of their patient and
what attracts most is all we
need sometimes in life is
finding people who softly
touch us and listen carefully
to us in order to get over the
disease and this is very
simple formula to practice
our being humans’.

Manal graduated in 2015. After all those years of study she is extremely happy to start work in the medical field thus
helping both her relatives and the community. Manal will carry out research in Soroka Medical Center in Beer Sheva,
the largest hospital in the south of Israel, and affiliated with the medical faculty of Negev Ben Gurion University.
Manal is from Madj El-kuru, a village in the north of Israel where her relatives live.

Noor a student of Musicology
I think that I'm living my best
years ever now, I'm learning what
I love and volunteering in a great
place with a beautiful people also I
can sing and play Aoud while I'm
learning I have many activities in
my life and I love to do every part
of it. In this period I got know
many wonderful people (students,
lecturers, Friends) that I spent
with them many good times.

talented friends in the university
(I'm the only girl at the university
that playing Aoud) and I singed
alone (solo), also signed with a
beautiful group that learning with
us in a course of the university.

My personal impressions
My study is very good even this
year it has been more difficult I
have a lot of exams and
homework's that I have to
submitted, but I think that when
someone like what he is learning
he will success. Everyday I'm
learning a lot of new information
about the music also I feel that
every day I'm developing my
personality my singing and my
playing, and I hope that I will
continue doing this.
Concert
Before 3 days we made a great
concert, I participated in it as
usual, I played Aoud with my

Noor and aoud

You can see it in the videos and
the pictures that I sent. I felt very
proud and satisfied when all of the
audience applauded to me and
said “Pravoooo”. I think they liked
my voice.

DONATE

Financial support
We would be most grateful
for your financial support of
the scholarship project.
Donations (in the Netherlands) can be paid to:
NL INGB 0001 4439 82
t.n.v.. Stichting Vrienden van
Nazareth Tilburg.

Foundation: awarding grants to Palestinian female
students. A part of their funds come from the repayment
of loans previously granted by the Foundation Friends of
Nazareth. Since 2009 students and graduates have
worked hard to shape the Sana Foundation in Israel into
an active and viable NGO.

Sana Foundation
The Sana Foundation is a
partner of the Foundation
Friends of Nazareth. Their
aim is similar to that of the

1985 – 2015
a mission of
30 years
‘Allowing young Palestinian women
to study in their own country in
order to stand as women with full
education, being equal partners in
development with other Israelis of
their age-group.’
Priority to women
Moreover in Palestinian families
- often large - a brother takes
precedence over a sister where
study is concerned. Besides for
Palestinian girls it is not an option to
study at universities abroad.

Meanwhile, more than 120 female in
Israel studied at the universities of
Haifa, Tel Aviv, Nazareth, Jerusalem
and Beer Sheva.

rejection are not always given. Jafar
emphasized the permanent importance of grants to Palestinian
students.

Contacts
Since 1991 Jafar Farah is one of our
contacts in Israel. During a recent
meeting In Amsterdam he told us
about efforts in the past few years to
persuade Israeli government to give
grants to Palestinians, in spite of the
fact that they cannot do military
service.
After years of lobbying there is a
breakthrough. Young Palestinians
are entitled to apply for a
government grant just like their
Jewish peers. However, there is not
much of a chance that Palestinians
are awarded grants and reasons for

Jafar used to work as a journalist and
is now director of The Mosawa
Center, ‘the Advocacy Center for
Palestinian Arab citizens in Israel’.
The Mossawa Center is a NGO,
established in 1997, which aims to
promote the economic, social,
cultural and political rights of the
approximately one and half million
Palestinian Arab citizens in Israel.
Jafar Farah was in Brussels, Berlin
and The Hague to talk about the
implications of the election in Israel
for the Palestinian community in
Israel.

The scholarship project
Just because young Palestinians
could difficultly apply for
scholarships in Israel, their own
country, the initiative for a
scholarship project was taken by the
Foundation Friends of Nazareth in
order to promote peace and
emancipation in Israel.
By awarding grants to primarily
female Palestinian students these
are given the opportunity to go to
university or college.
10 May 2015: Jafar Farah in Amsterdam

Future and continuity of the
scholarship program
On Saturday 31 October 2015 there is a
Meeting of Friends in Tilburg. This year it will
be a special and festive one because of the
30th anniversary of the Foundation. The start
is at 2 p.m. The future of the scholarship
program will be the main item that afternoon.
Friends and those interested will receive a
personal invitation. You may also apply now.
Send an email to info@friends-nazareth.nl
giving name and address.
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